
CONTRACTS OF INDEMNITY

This case, on which judgment was handed down in November 2017, concerned an application by Multiplex Construction Europe 
Ltd (“Multiplex”) for summary judgment in the sum of £4M against the Defendant, Mr Gordon Dunne. It arose out of two written 
agreements entered into between Multiplex, Mr Dunne personally and two of Mr Dunne’s companies, namely Dunne Building and Civil 
Engineering Ltd (“DBCE”) and its parent company, Dunne Group Ltd (“DGL”). The nature and legal effect of those two agreements were 
disputed. 

Multiplex is a large contractor. DBCE had a number of different sub-contracts with Multiplex for building and civil engineering sub-
contract works at a variety of major construction projects. DBCE encountered financial difficulties, so the parties decided that Multiplex 
would advance substantial sums to DBCE to assist it with its cashflow. This was for commercial reasons: by advancing these funds, 
Multiplex hoped to avoid its sub-contractor’s financial position deteriorating yet further; and DBCE hoped that financial disaster could 
be averted. A mechanism was adopted whereby £3M was to be advanced by Multiplex in conjunction with an intended sale and 
leaseback agreement in respect of DBCE’s assets. However, it then emerged that DBCE did not have sufficient unencumbered assets 
to meet that valuation. A second agreement was entered into, whereby some assets were sold to Multiplex and leased back to DBCE, 
and the amount advanced by Multiplex rose to £4M . The nature of the amount also changed in the second agreement, and the 
sum advanced by Multiplex became a payment on account of sums that would become due to DBCE in the future for its work on the 
different sub-contracts. Both DBCE and DGL were placed into administration and Multiplex sought recovery from Mr Dunne personally 
of the £4M. 

The claim by Multiplex was based upon the construction of the agreements being a contract of indemnity such that Multiplex has 
the right to claim from Mr Dunne personally the sum of £4M that was advanced. Mr Dunne, who was a party to both agreements in 
his personal capacity, mounted a number of different defences to the summary judgment application. The central issue was one of 
construction, and the correct characterisation in law of the contract between the parties. Multiplex submitted that it was a contract 
of indemnity that gives rise to primary obligations upon Mr Dunne. Mr Dunne submitted that it was a contract of guarantee that only 
contains secondary obligations upon Mr Dunne, with the primary obligations being upon DBCE.

By September 2015 DBCE was employed by Multiplex on nine different construction projects as a concrete frame sub-contractor. As 
DBCE’s financial situation worsened, the parties executed two agreements. The first agreement was the Advance Payment Deed. 

As well as Multiplex and DBCE, defined as the Contractor and the Sub-Contractor respectively, Mr Dunne and the parent company 
DGL were also parties to the Advance Payment Deed. The parties referred to as “the Guarantor” are defined in this agreement in the 
following way: “The Dunne Group Limited” and GORDON DUNNE (jointly and severally referred to as the “Guarantor”).” Mr Dunne was 
therefore liable as Guarantor jointly and severally with DGL the parent company. 
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The effect therefore of the Advance Payment Deed was that Multiplex advanced DBCE £3M, which was described as “monies towards 
the purchase by [Multiplex] of several assets owned by” DBCE. The involvement in the contract of the other two parties, DGL (the 
parent company) and Mr Dunne, was to provide an alternative route to recovery by Multiplex of the “Advance Payment”. 

A second agreement was executed on 4 February 2016 and had as parties the same four parties as the Advance Payment Deed, 
together with another company from the Multiplex group, Brookfield Multiplex Plant & Equipment Europe Ltd. The agreement is 
headed “Sale, Hire-Purchase and Buy-Back Agreement” and stated “The Customer shall indemnify the Company and keep the Company 
fully indemnified on demand against….”.

The court decided that Mr Dunne was liable as the primary obligor (jointly and severally with DGL) to make the payment of £4Mto 
Multiplex. 

For further information on this topic, you can contact Derryn Rolfe on derryn.rolfe@emwllp.com or you can give her a call on 

0345 070 6000. 
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